Abstract. While many constructive induction algorithms focus on generating new binary attributes, this paper explores novel methods of constructing nominal and numeric attributes. We propose a new constructive operator, X -of-N . An X-of-N representation is a set containing one or more attribute-value pairs. For a given instance, the value of an X -of-N representation corresponds to the number of its attribute-value pairs that are true of the instance. A single X -of-N representation can directly and simply represent any concept that can be represented by a single conjunctive, a single disjunctive, or a single M-of-N representation commonly used for constructive induction, and the reverse is not true. In this paper, we describe a constructive decision tree learning algorithm, called XofN. When building decision trees, this algorithm creates one X -of-N representation, either as a nominal attribute or as a numeric attribute, at each decision node. The construction of X -of-N representations is carried out by greedily searching the space defined by all the attribute-value pairs of a domain. Experimental results reveal that constructing X -of-N attributes can significantly improve the performance of decision tree learning in both artificial and natural domains in terms of higher prediction accuracy and lower theory complexity. The results also show the performance advantages of constructing X -of-N attributes over constructing conjunctive, disjunctive, or M-of-N representations for decision tree learning.
Introduction
Conventional inductive learning algorithms usually create theories containing only simple tests on single attributes selected from a set of task-supplied attributes which are used to describe the training data. This kind of induction is called selective induction (Michalski, 1983) . A well-known elementary limitation of selective induction algorithms is that when task-supplied attributes are not adequate for describing hypotheses, their performance in terms of prediction accuracy and theory complexity is poor. To overcome this limitation, constructive induction algorithms (Michalski, 1978) transform the original instance space into a more adequate space by creating new attributes. By contrast to new attributes, the task-supplied attributes are called primitive attributes. New attributes are expected to be more appropriate for representing theories to be learned than primitive attributes from which the new attributes are constructed.
In real-world application domains, three different types of attribute, binary, nominal, and numeric, 1 are used to describe examples and concepts in the machine learning community. Different types of attribute have different advantages. For example, boolean attributes are very simple; whereas nominal and numeric attributes are complex but more powerful for representing concepts. Note that attributes with more than two ordered discrete values can be specified as either nominal or numeric attributes.
Most selective induction algorithms can accept attributes of these three kinds. However, many existing constructive induction algorithms such as FRINGE (Pagallo, 1990) , CITRE (Matheus & Rendell, 1989) , CI (Zheng, 1992) , LFC (Ragavan & Rendell, 1993) , and CAT (Zheng, 1998) only construct new binary attributes by using logical operators such as conjunction, negation, and disjunction. On the other hand, ID2-of-3 (Murphy & Pazzani, 1991) creates at-least M-of-N attributes. An M-of-N representation consists of a set of conditions (attribute-value pairs) and a value M. For a given instance, the value of an at-least M-of-N representation is true if at least M of its conditions are true of the instance; it is false, otherwise. Similarly, we can define values of at-most and exactly M-of-N representations. Conjunctive and disjunctive representations are two special cases of at-least M-of-N representations. A single at-least M-of-N representation can represent any concept that can be represented by a single conjunctive or a single disjunctive representation, but the the reverse is not true. Nevertheless, M-of-N representations still have binary values.
A few systems explore methods of constructing new numeric attributes using mathematical operators (e.g. BACON by Langley et al. (1987) , and INDUCE by Michalski (1978) ) or attribute counting attributes 2 (e.g. INDUCE by Michalski (1978) , AQ17-DCI by Bloedorn and Michalski (1998) , and AQ17-MCI by Bloedorn, Michalski and Wnek (1993) ). In addition, systems such as LMDT (Brodley & Utgoff, 1992) , SWAP1 (Indurkhya & Weiss, 1991) , and CCAF (Yip & Webb, 1994) construct linear machines (Brodley & Utgoff, 1992) , linear discriminant functions, or canonical discriminant functions as new attributes. A linear machine consists of a set of linear discriminant functions (Brodley & Utgoff, 1992) . When used as a test, it has multiple values, one for each class. Therefore, linear machines can be considered as nominal attributes with a fixed number of values for a given learning problem.
3 Subsetting, used by learning algorithms such as C4.5, groups discrete values of a single primitive nominal attribute to form a new test (Quinlan, 1993) . This can be thought as a method of constructing new nominal attributes. Pazzani (1996) explores methods of constructing Cartesian products as new nominal attributes. This paper proposes a novel constructive operator, called X -of-N , and a new decision tree learning algorithm that constructs new attributes in the form of X -of-N representations. An X -of-N representation contains attribute-value pairs. Its value for a given example corresponds to the number of its attribute-value pairs that are true of the example. An attribute-value pair is true for an example if the corresponding attribute value of the example is the same as that in the attribute-value pair. Since X -of-N representations have ordered discrete values, they can be treated as either new nominal attributes or new numeric attributes for constructive induction.
The learning system described in this paper uses decision trees (Quinlan, 1993; Breiman et al., 1984) as its theory description language. At each decision node, it constructs one X -of-N attribute by using greedy search in the space defined by all the primitive attributevalue pairs of a domain. Decision trees with X -of-N representations as tests are referred to as X -of-N trees. However, the idea of constructing new nominal or numeric X -of-N attributes is not limited to decision tree learning. It is not difficult to extend this idea to rule learning.
The following section presents a definition of X -of-N representations and discusses their characteristics. Section 3 describes an approach to constructing new X -of-N attributes. The constructive induction algorithm XofN uses X -of-N s as nominal attributes to build decision trees. In Section 4, XofN is experimentally evaluated and compared with four constructive decision tree learning algorithms that generate new binary attributes in a set of artificial and natural domains. Section 5 addresses a potential problem of the XofN algorithm, and investigates approaches to alleviating the problem. Section 6 relates this research to existing work. Finally, Section 7 concludes and discusses some possible directions for future research.
represent conjunctive and disjunctive concepts. However, some other concepts such as parity concepts, at-least, exactly, at-most M-of-N concepts, and their possible combinations cannot be effectively represented. ID2-of-3 can only create at-least M-of-N representations. From the definition, we can see that, as a nominal attribute, the X -of-N representation can directly and simply represent all of the following types of concept:
1. conjunction (with or without internal disjunction) (as X -of-N = N ), 2. disjunction (with or without internal disjunction) (as X -of-N ≥ 1), 3. at-least M-of-N (as X -of-N ≥ M), 4. at-most M-of-N (as X -of-N ≤ M), 5. exactly M-of-N (as X -of-N = M), 6. even parity and odd parity (for even parity, as X -of-N in {0, 2, 4, ...}), and 7. possible combinations of the above six types of concept. Now, let us consider a few examples to further demonstrate this point.
Example 1 (Even parity problem with binary attributes). Given seven binary attributes {A, B, C, D, E, F, G} with the value t or f , the even parity concept can be presented using an X -of-N representation as:
X -of-{A = t, B = t, C = t, D = t, E = t, F = t, G = t} in {0, 2, 4, 6}.
For this concept, there are many alternative representations using X -of-N s including X -of-{A = f, B = f, C = f, D = f, E = f, F = f, G = f } in {1, 3, 5, 7}, X -of-{A = f, B = f, C = t, D = t, E = t, F = t, G = t} in {0, 2, 4, 6}, and X -of-{A = t, B = t, C = t, D = t, E = t, F = t, G = f } in {1, 3, 5, 7}. Figure 1 gives their tree representations. It is not difficult to understand that all of them have exactly the same meaning. They are much less complex than a univariate tree that represents the even parity concept. For the issue of whether some branches of a decision node with an X -of-N as the test should be grouped together and how to do this, see Section 5.
Example 2 (Conjunctive, disjunctive, and M-of-N concepts with binary and nominal attributes). Given attributes and their possible values:
A: 1, 2 B: 1, 2, 3, 4 C: 1, 2, 3, 4 D: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 E: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 F: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 G: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (I) . Conjunction with internal disjunction: The concept (A = 1∧(B = 2∨ B = 4)∧C = 3) can be represented as: X -of-{A = 1, B = 2, B = 4, C = 3} = 3 with the X -of-N as a nominal attribute. Its tree representation is shown in figure 2 
(a). (II). Disjunction with internal disjunction:
can be represented using the decision tree as shown in figure 2(b). The X -of-N representation is treated as a nominal attribute in the tree. 
(III). Combination of M-of-N concepts:
The concept "at-least 5 or exactly 3 or at-most 1-of-{A = 2, B = 3, C = 1, D = 4, E = 5, F = 2, F = 5, G = 3}" can be presented as in figure 3 with the X -of-N representation as a nominal attribute.
Let {AV} be the set of all possible attribute-value pairs defined by a given set of primitive attributes and their values. The number of all possible X -of-N representations that can be created from {AV} is the same as the number of all possible conjunctive representations or the number of all possible disjunctive representations that can be generated from {AV}, since each subset of {AV} can define a single conjunctive representation, a single disjunctive representation, as well as a single X -of-N representation. Further, this is smaller than the number of all possible at-least M-of-N representations that can be created from {AV}, because each subset of {AV} can define n different at-least M-of-N representations that share the same subset of attribute-value pairs but have different values for M, where n is the number of different attributes appearing in the attribute-value pair subset. A single X -of-N representation can provide a finer grade partition of the instance space than a single conjunctive representation, a single disjunctive representation, or a single M-of-N representation that has the same set of attribute-value pairs. The set of the decision surfaces in the instance space produced by a single X -of-N representation is a super-set of the set of the decision surfaces produced by a single conjunctive representation, the set of the decision surfaces produced by a single disjunctive representation, and the set of the decision surfaces produced by all the at-least (or at-most, or exactly) M-of-N representations that have the same set of attribute-value pairs but have different values for M.
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Therefore, a single X -of-N representation can directly and simply represent any concept that can be represented by a single conjunctive, a single disjunctive, or a single M-of-N representation given that they are created from the same set of attribute-value pairs, and the reverse is not true, indicating that X -of-N representations provide a powerful means for constructive induction. The two examples above show that X -of-N representations can directly and simply represent concepts that have concise conjunctive, disjunctive, or M-of-N representations. However, to represent concepts that have concise X -of-N representations, such as a parity concept, all conjunctive, disjunctive, and M-of-N representations require a very complex tree.
Fragmentation problem
As nominal attributes, X -of-N representations have a disadvantage, namely the fragmentation problem (Pagallo & Haussler, 1990) . When large nominal X -of-N attributes are used as tests for decision trees, they quickly split training sets into a large number of small subsets. This makes subtree generation as well as new attribute construction at lower levels of a tree harder, thus resulting in premature termination of the growth of the tree.
We will propose three approaches to alleviating the fragmentation problem of nominal X -of-N attributes. They are subsetting, subranging, and forming binary splits. Details of these methods will be discussed later.
Building decision trees with nominal X-of-N attributes
We have argued that a single X -of-N representation can directly and simply represent any concept that can be represented by a single conjunctive, a single disjunctive, or a single M-of-N representation, and that the reverse is not true. Now, the questions are, "Can nominal X -of-N attributes be automatically constructed for inductive learning to solve learning problems?", and, "Does the idea of constructing nominal X -of-N attributes work well in some real-world domains or is it limited to artificial domains?"
We answer these questions in this section and the next section. This section presents the XofN algorithm. The following section experimentally evaluates XofN and shows that constructing nominal X -of-N attributes is useful for decision tree learning not only in artificial domains but also in some natural domains. Meanwhile, it is experimentally illustrated that nominal X -of-N attributes suffer from the fragmentation problem in some artificial logical domains. The investigation of possible solutions to this problem is left to Section 5.
The XofN algorithm provides an approach to generating and using X -of-N representations as new nominal attributes for decision tree learning. Tests at decision nodes of a decision tree are either primitive attributes or new nominal attributes in the form of X -of-N representations. During the generation of a tree, the construction of X -of-N attributes occurs.
Building decision trees
Like ID2-of-3 (Murphy & Pazzani, 1991) , XofN consists of a single process while other constructive induction algorithms such as FRINGE (Pagallo, 1990 ) and AQ17-HCI (Wnek & Michalski, 1994) interleave two processes, namely selective induction and new attribute construction. As shown in Table 1 , XofN recursively builds a decision tree by constructing, at each decision node, one new nominal X -of-N attribute based on primitive attributes using the local training set. The local training set at a node refers to those training examples that are traced down to this node during the generation of the tree. The main difference between XofN and C4.5 (Quinlan, 1993) is that the latter only selects one primitive attribute at each decision node.
If the new attribute constructed at a node is better than all the primitive attributes and previously created new attributes, XofN uses it as the test for the node; otherwise XofN discards it and uses the best of the primitive attributes and previously constructed new attributes. Like C4.5, XofN uses information gain ratio (Quinlan, 1993) as its test selection criterion. 4 At each decision node when building a decision tree, besides creating one new X -of-N attribute, XofN considers reusing the X -of-N attributes constructed previously for other decision nodes. Att active in the algorithm is for this purpose. It contains all the primitive attributes and all the X -of-N attributes that have been constructed and used so far.
As far as the issue of how frequently new attributes are reused is concerned, Table 2 shows some examples. At one trial of our experiment in the Cleveland heart disease domain (Blake, Keogh, & Merz, 1999) selected for examination at random, the XofN algorithm constructs and uses 10 X -of-N attributes. Three of these 10 new attributes are reused twice. At another trial with the same domain, the algorithm constructs and uses 15 X -of-N attributes. Among them, two are reused twice. In the Nettalk-stress domain (Blake, Keogh, & Merz, 1999) , the XofN algorithm constructs and uses 141 X -of-N attributes at one trial. Among them, 34 are reused twice; 18 are reused three times; 12 are reused four times; 3 are reused five times; and 1 is reused six times. At another trial with the Nettalk-stress domain, XofN constructs and uses 144 X -of-N attributes. Among them, 41 are reused twice; 12 are reused three times; 4 are reused four times; and 3 are reused five times. These examples suggest that the reuse of X -of-N attributes does occur in decision tree learning in natural domains. From the experimental results in Section 4, we will see that constructing X -of-N attributes significantly increases the prediction accuracy of decision tree learning in both of these two domains, and significantly decreases the complexity of learned trees in the Nettalk-stress domain.
Constructing nominal X -of-N representations
Details of constructing an X -of-N representation using the local training set at a decision node are shown in Tables 3 and 4 . Function "Construct-X -of-N ( )" performs simple greedy search in the space defined by primitive attributes and their values. The starting point of the search is an empty X -of-N attribute. At each search step, it applies one of two operators: Adding one possible attribute-value pair, or deleting one possible attribute-value pair. This is accomplished by function "Search-X -of-N ( )". To make the search efficient, the deleting operator is applied first if possible. 5 During the search, XofN keeps the best of the X -of-N representations found so far for each possible size. Finally, function "Construct-X -of-N ( )" returns the best of the X -of-N representations retained with respect to the new attribute evaluation function.
The information gain ratio (Quinlan, 1993 ) is used as the evaluation function for comparing and selecting new attributes. To avoid creating very complex new attributes that Table 3 . Algorithm for constructing an X -of-N attribute. 
Construct-X-of-N(Att
IF (l > 2 AND the deleting operator has not been applied to X-of-N old ) THEN { /* deleting one possible attribute-value pair */ X-of-N temp := the best X -of-N created by deleting one attribute-value 
might overfit the training data, another criterion is added based on the MDL-based coding cost of new attributes. By complex, we mean that an X -of-N representation has a large number of attribute-value pairs. Overfitting is likely to occur when including this kind of new attribute. The Minimum Description Length (MDL) principle (Rissanen, 1978 (Rissanen, , 1983 Quinlan & Rivest, 1989) states that the best theory to learn from a dataset is the one that minimizes the sum of the coding cost of the theory and the coding cost of the dataset when encoded using the theory as a predictor for the dataset. The reader may want to refer to Rissanen (1978 Rissanen ( , 1983 Rissanen ( , 1986 for further details of MDL, and refer to Wallace and Boulton (1968) , Wallace (1973a, 1973b) , Wallace and Patrick (1993) , and Hart (1987) for related work.
We use a similar encoding method to that described by Quinlan and Rivest (1989) . The coding cost of a new attribute is the sum of two parts. One is Cost structure as defined by Eqs. (1) and (2) which is the number of bits for encoding the new attribute itself.
Where, Cost j is the cost for encoding each different primitive attribute j used in the new attribute. N a is the number of primitive attributes available for constructing new attributes. N v j is the number of different values of attribute j, and n j is the number of different values of attribute j that appear in the new attribute. N is the number of different primitive attributes that occur in the new attribute. Since the order of primitive attributes and the order of different values of each primitive attribute that appear in a new attribute do not matter, the coding costs are reduced by log 2 (N !) bits and log 2 (n j !) bits in Eqs. (1) and (2) respectively. The other part is for encoding the exceptions when applying the new attribute as a classifier to the local training data at the current decision node. After these training examples are split into subsets with one for each possible value of the new attribute, each example is labeled with the majority class of the subset to which it belongs. The exceptions (incorrectly labeled examples) in each subset are encoded in turn in the following manner. The resulting coding costs are then summed up. For each subset, we first encode the majority class. It costs log 2 (C) bits, where C is the number of classes. We, then, indicate the positions of the exceptions. This costs L(N all , N exceptions , N all − 1) bits. N all is the number of training examples in the subset. N exceptions is the number of exceptions in the subset. The function L(n, k, b) (Quinlan & Rivest, 1989 ) equals log 2 (b + 1) + log 2 (( n k )). It is the bits needed for encoding a binary string of length n with k "1"s, where b is a known a priori upper bound on k. Note that, for multi-class problems, the upper bound on N exceptions is N all − 1. For problems with more than two classes, we need to further encode the classes of exceptions. This is carried out by using an iterative approach. Actually, the calculation discussed above is used except that the most common class occurring among the exceptions (called the first alternative class) is used this time. In addition, the locations of the second-order exceptions 6 within the exceptions are indicated. Therefore, in the formulas above, N all is replaced with the number of exceptions; N exceptions is replaced with the number of the second-order exceptions; C decreases by one after each iteration since the number of possible classes for remaining exceptions is reduced by one. This process is repeated with higher order exceptions and higher order alternative classes until no further exceptions remain or C becomes one.
The newly constructed X -of-N representation (X -of-N new) will replace the current best X -of-N (X -of-N best) only if the following condition is true.
With this condition, the algorithm accepts a new attribute with a higher gain ratio value if its coding cost is no higher. The algorithm also accepts a new attribute with the same gain ratio value but with a lower coding cost value.
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The search for X -of-N representations ceases when no further attribute-value pairs can be added. To reduce the search time, another restriction is applied: If no better new attribute has been found in five consecutive search steps, 8 the algorithm terminates.
Pre-processing
As mentioned in Section 2, X -of-N representations are constructed directly from binary and nominal attributes. To deal with primitive numeric attributes, the XofN algorithm uses a pre-process that discretizes primitive numeric attributes. In the current implementation, we use a very simple method, although some better, but more complex, methods can be used (see Section 6 for a discussion on this issue). When there are some primitive numeric attributes, XofN runs C4.5 once on all the primitive attributes, including binary, nominal, and numeric attributes, to generate a pruned tree. Cut points for numeric attributes are extracted from decision nodes of the pruned tree where the primitive numeric attributes are used. XofN, then, discretizes the numeric attributes using the cut points. The new attribute construction is carried out on the discretized attributes, primitive binary attributes, and primitive nominal attributes. This method has another effect. That is, C4.5 is used to select primitive numeric attributes since only those numeric attributes that appear in the pruned tree are discretized and passed to the process of new attribute generation.
Post-processing
In some domains with a large number of irrelevant primitive attributes (John, Kohavi, & Pfleger, 1994) , XofN may not find good X -of-N representations at the beginning when building a tree. Instead, it may find some X -of-N representations containing irrelevant attributes or just chooses some irrelevant primitive attributes. This is because these irrelevant primitive attributes or new attributes containing irrelevant attributes by chance have high information gain ratio values on the training set. However, at some nodes after some splits have been done, good X -of-N attributes may be created. To solve this problem, the XofN algorithm uses a very simple method, although several other attribute selection approaches (Almuallim & Dietterich, 1992; Kira & Rendell, 1992; John, Kohavi, & Pfleger, 1994; Caruana & Freitag, 1994; Langley, 1994; Langley & Sage, 1994; Moore & Lee, 1994; Skalak, 1994) could also be used. It performs selective tree learning by using C4.5 a second time to build the final tree by using only those primitive and new attributes contained in the pruned tree that is built in the kernel of XofN discussed above. The attributes appearing in the tree are treated as relevant attributes; others are taken Table 5 . Error rates (%) in the Parity5 domain. The final tree built by XofN is correct at every trial, while the tree built in the kernel of the XofN algorithm is not correct at one of the ten trials. The following example gives a simple demonstration using an artificial domain.
Example 3 (Parity5). Parity5 from Pagallo (1990) has 32 binary attributes. Five of them are relevant. A random data generator is used to create training sets and test sets. Ten trials have been conducted, each with a different training set of size 4000 and an independent test set of size 2000. The error rates are summarized in Table 5 . The results of C4.5 are included as a reference. XofN (Kernel) refers to the pruned tree built in the kernel of the XofN algorithm, while XofN (Final) refers to the pruned tree built in the post-processing part.
From the table, we can see that XofN (Kernel) fails to solve the problem at one out of the ten trials. At this trial, the tree has 873 nodes. Its root is an irrelevant primitive attribute. In one subtree of the root, which is created first, many irrelevant primitive attributes and five new attributes containing irrelevant attributes are used. In the other subtree of the root, the appropriate X -of-N attribute is generated and used. Therefore, XofN (Final) solves the problem with the appropriate X -of-N attribute.
Another purpose of the post-process is to alleviate the following problem. Since the XofN algorithm considers reusing new X -of-N attributes constructed previously at other decision nodes when building a decision tree, the sequence in which decision nodes and the corresponding new attributes are created might affect the performance of the algorithm. For example, if the local training set at a decision node is small, the algorithm may not construct a good X -of-N attribute. In this case, if a good X -of-N attribute has already been created at another decision node, the algorithm can reuse it as a test for the current decision node and build a good subtree. Otherwise, if the order of exploring these two nodes is reversed, no good X -of-N attribute can be reused for this decision node.
The current implementation of the algorithm builds (by using C4.5) subtrees under a decision node in the natural order of the outcomes of the test 9 at the decision node. XofN uses the post-process described above to alleviate the decision node generation order problem. During the growth of the tree in the post-process, all the X -of-N attributes are available for building each decision node.
An alternative solution to the decision node generation order problem is, as Ross Quinlan has suggested, 10 to build subtrees under a decision node in descending order of the sizes of training subsets going to the subtrees. In such a way, subtrees with larger local training sets are explored first. Since large local training sets are good for constructing appropriate X -of-N attributes at decision nodes, good X -of-N attributes are more likely to be constructed earlier, thus being able to be reused at decision nodes with small local training sets. Therefore, this method may improve the performance of the algorithm and is worthy of future investigation.
In summary, the XofN algorithm contains three parts: The pre-processing part, the kernel, and the post-processing part. The pre-processing part is for discretizing primitive numeric attributes when necessary. The construction of new X -of-N attributes is carried out in the kernel during the growth of a tree. At each decision node, it creates one X -of-N attribute by performing heuristic search. The post-processing part conducts selective induction and builds another tree using X -of-N attributes generated in the kernel and primitive attributes. Figure 4 shows the skeleton of the whole XofN algorithm. All the trees built in these three parts are pruned using the pruning mechanism of C4.5 (Quinlan, 1993) . The pruned tree generated in the post-processing part will be used when measuring the prediction accuracy and theory complexity of the XofN algorithm later on in this paper.
Experimental evaluation of the XofN algorithm
The previous section has described the XofN algorithm that constructs nominal attributes in the form of X -of-N representations for decision tree learning. This section empirically evaluates XofN and compares it with other constructive decision tree learning algorithms, namely SFRINGE, CI3, CAT, and ID2-of-3. C4.5 is used as the baseline for the comparisons since most of these constructive induction algorithms use it as their selective induction component. SFRINGE is our implementation of the FRINGE algorithm (Pagallo, 1990) with extensions (Zheng, 1996) . It follows the idea of SYMFRINGE (Yang, Rendell, & Blix, 1991) . For each leaf, SFRINGE constructs one new attribute using the conjunction of two conditions at the parent and grandparent nodes of the leaf. CI3 (Zheng, 1992 (Zheng, , 1996 and CAT (Zheng, 1998) are also constructive decision tree learning algorithms. CI3 creates new attributes from production rules that are transformed from a decision tree. For each rule, it uses the conjunction of two conditions near the root of the tree as a new attribute (default option setting of the algorithm). Instead of using fixed numbers of conditions from fixed positions in a path of a tree as SFRINGE does, CAT searches for conditions to form a conjunction as a new attribute from a path by carrying out systematic search with pruning over conditions of the path. Both CI3 and CAT try to filter out irrelevant conditions from new attributes (Zheng, 1996 (Zheng, , 1998 . While SFRINGE, CI3, and CAT use conjunction and negation (implicitly) as constructive operators, ID2-of-3 (Murphy & Pazzani, 1991) uses M-of-N as its constructive operator. This is the work most closely related to the XofN algorithm proposed in this paper. At each decision node when building a decision tree, ID2-of-3 constructs one at-least Mof-N as a test. All of these four constructive decision tree learning algorithms generate new binary attributes.
The main performance metrics for our learning algorithms are prediction accuracy and theory complexity. We expect learned theories to be highly accurate on unseen cases. In addition, we prefer simple theories, since complex theories are usually difficult for humans to understand and have high computational requirements when being used to classify cases. While many studies used the number of decision nodes or the number of all nodes in a decision tree as the complexity measure of decision trees (Matheus & Rendell, 1989; Pagallo & Haussler, 1990; Murphy & Pazzani, 1991) , in this paper, we use a modified tree size as the theory complexity. It is the sum of the sizes of all the nodes, including leaves, of a tree. The size of a leaf is 1. The size of a decision node is 1 for a univariate tree, and is the number of attribute-value pairs, or conditions, in the test of the node for a multivariate tree. The modified tree size is a fair measure of the theory complexity when comparisons involve both selective and constructive induction algorithms. The reason is that decision nodes in trees created by constructive induction algorithms are more complex than those by selective induction algorithms. The modified tree size takes account of the complexity difference between these two types of decision nodes. However, neither the number of decision nodes nor the number of all nodes in a tree reflects this complexity difference.
We conduct three experiments in a set of artificial and natural domains. Each of them tests one of our expectations about the behavior of X -of-N representations as nominal attributes. At the end of this section, the computational requirements of the XofN algorithm are briefly addressed.
Experimental domains and methods
Twenty-seven domains, in total, are used for conducting empirical studies. Among them, seventeen are artificial domains and the rest are natural domains. Fourteen out of the seventeen artificial domains are logical domains from Pagallo (1990) . The others are the three Monks problems from Thrun et al. (1991) . The ten natural domains are from the UCI repository of machine learning databases (Blake, Keogh & Merz, 1999) . Table 6 summarizes the characteristics of the fourteen artificial logical domains (Pagallo, 1990) . Each CNF is the dual concept of the corresponding DNF. For CNF concepts, columns "No. of terms" and "Term length" give the number of disjunctions and disjunction length respectively. These domains cover a variety of well-studied artificial logical concepts in the machine learning community: Randomly generated boolean concepts including DNF and CNF concepts, multiplexor concepts, parity concepts, and majority concepts. We use the same experimental method as given by Pagallo (1990) , including the sizes of training and test sets. The sizes of test sets are always 2000 for all of these logical domains. The sizes of training sets are listed in Table 6 . For each experiment, a training set and a test set are independently drawn from the uniform distribution. Experiments are repeated ten times in each of these domains.
The three Monks domains are also chosen because they have been studied previously by many other researchers. There are published results for more than twenty different learning algorithms in these domains. They represent three different types of learning task with binary and nominal attributes. 
. This is a disjunctive concept, but it needs an extended zeroth-order language (adding equality relations between pairs of attributes) to be represented concisely. The target concept of Monks2 is "exactly two of the six attributes have their first value". It is an "exactly M-of-N " concept with nominal attributes. Monks3's concept is (
It is a DNF concept, but to represent it concisely, the negation operator on attribute-value pairs is needed. Monks1 and Monks3 have irrelevant attributes. In each of the three domains, the fixed training set (a subset of the whole dataset) and test set (the whole dataset) are given by the problem designers . The training set sizes are 124, 169, and 122 for Monks1, Monks2, and Monks3 respectively. The test set size is 432 for each of them. There is no noise in the test sets of the three domains. Only Monks3 has 5% classification noise in its training set. 12 In the Monks domains, since the fixed training set and test set are given for each problem by the problem designers, we follow this methodology and run experiments once on the given training set and test set for each domain.
The ten natural domains consist of five medical domains (Cleveland heart disease, Hepatitis, Liver disorders, Pima Indians diabetes, Wisconsin breast cancer), one molecular biology domain (Promoters), three linguistics domains (Nettalk-phoneme, Nettalk-stress, Nettalk-letter), and one game domain (Tic-tac-toe). For the three Nettalk domains, we use the 1000 most common English words containing 5438 letters. In each of these ten domains, a 10-fold cross-validation (Breiman et al., 1984) is conducted on the entire data set. Table 7 gives a brief summary of the ten domains, including the dataset size, the number of binary (B), nominal (N), numeric (C) attributes, the total (T) number of attributes, the number of classes, and the default accuracy (the relative frequency of the most common class). The ten domains cover the spectrum of properties such as dataset size, attribute types and numbers, the number of different nominal attribute values, and the number of classes. In addition, M-of-N -like concepts are expected to be found in some of these domains (Spackman, 1988) . The objective of using a test suite with this property is to test whether the algorithms capable of learning this kind of concept can work well in some real-world applications. In all the experiments reported throughout this paper, all the algorithms are run with their default option settings. For the XofN algorithm, the whole algorithm including the pre-process and the post-process as illustrated in figure 4 is always used. 13 To compare prediction accuracies and theory complexities of two algorithms, a two-tailed block-based pairwise t-test is conducted. In the Monks domains, because only one block is available for each problem, a two-tailed instance-based pairwise sign-test is used for comparing prediction accuracies. No significance test can be performed when comparing theory complexities in the Monks domains, since only one complexity value for each algorithm in each domain is available. A difference is considered as significant if the significance level of the t-test or sign-test is better than 0.05. In tables, ⊕ indicates that the prediction accuracy or theory complexity of an algorithm is significantly better than that of XofN. signifies that the accuracy or complexity of an algorithm is significantly worse than that of XofN.
Comparison with C4.5
If domains involve concepts such as conjunctive, disjunctive, M-of-N -like, and parity-like concepts, nominal X -of-N representations should be able to simplify the tree representations of the target concepts in these domains. Therefore, XofN is expected to improve the performance of selective decision tree learning significantly in these kinds of domain in terms of both higher prediction accuracy and lower theory complexity. It is known that interesting concepts such as DNF, CNF, majority, and parity concepts that are often studied in the machine learning community belong to these types of domain. Conjunctions and disjunctions are often used by humans to represent knowledge and appear in many real-world domains. M-of-N -like concepts are used in some real-world domains such as medical domains (Spackman, 1988) . Although a single nominal X -of-N representation can represent more complex concepts than a primitive attribute, as discussed in Subsection 2.2 the former suffers from the fragmentation problem in domains that need many X -of-N representations whose few values are worth distinguishing for splitting examples of different classes. This might lead to a decline in the performance of XofN. Now, let us analyze the experimental results. Table 8 shows the accuracies and theory complexities of C4.5 and XofN in the artificial logical, Monks, and natural domains. In all the parity and majority domains, XofN learns very good tree representations of the concepts. They have 100% prediction accuracy, and are very concise. The performance improvement over C4.5 in terms of both prediction accuracy and theory complexity is dramatic. However, in the DNF, CNF, and multiplexor domains, XofN achieves almost no improvement over C4.5. In the DNF2 and CNF2 domains, XofN even produces significant lower prediction accuracies than C4.5. The reason is that all these domains, except MX6 which is quite simple, need a large number of long X -of-N representations. Consequently, nominal X -of-N attributes suffer from the fragmentation problem in these domains. The next section will propose approaches to alleviating this problem and demonstrate their success.
As shown in Table 8 , XofN solves all the three Monks problems with correct and simple tree representations. It finds a perfect representation for the target concept of the Monks2 problem.
In seven out of the ten natural domains, XofN achieves a significant improvement on prediction accuracy over C4.5. In the other three domains, the accuracy differences are not significant. The reason why XofN does not work well in these three domains might be that there are no appropriate X -of-N representations in them, or there are some, but XofN cannot find them due to the simple search strategy of the current implementation. For example, XofN performs quite well in the Cleveland heart disease domain. In this domain, the pruned trees contain, on average, 11.3 X -of-N attributes of size 1.6 over the ten trials. However, XofN performs similarly to (slightly better than) C4.5 in the Hepatitis domain where the pruned trees built by XofN use only, on average, 1.8 X -of-N attributes of size 1.4 over the ten trials.
As far as the theory complexity in the ten natural domains is concerned, XofN learns significantly less complex trees than C4.5 in five domains. Note that in these five domains, the prediction accuracies of XofN are also significantly higher than those of C4.5. Only in one domain, does XofN create significantly more complex trees than C4.5. Complexity differences in the other natural domains are not significant.
The results of this experiment provide evidence of our expectation. Except in the DNF, CNF, and multiplexor domains where XofN suffers from the fragmentation problem, constructing nominal X -of-N attributes can significantly improve the performance of decision Table 8 . Results of C4.5 and XofN. It is shown that XofN can significantly improve the performance of decision tree learning, but it suffers from the fragmentation problem in the DNF, CNF, and multiplexor domains. XofN learns correct tree representations of the three Monks problems. In most of the natural domains, it can significantly increase the prediction accuracies and reduce the theory complexities of decision tree learning. tree learning in terms of both higher prediction accuracy and lower theory complexity in most domains tested. We have not found that nominal X -of-N attributes significantly suffer from the fragmentation problem in the natural domains from the UCI repository of machine learning databases (Blake, Keogh & Merz, 1999) under investigation. This may suggest that the natural domains from UCI are not so complex. "Complex", here, means that many large X -of-N representations are needed to represent target concepts.
Comparison with other constructive decision tree learning algorithms
Subsection 2.1 has shown that a single X -of-N representation can directly and simply represent any concept that can be represented by a single conjunctive, a single disjunctive, or a single M-of-N representation, and that the reverse is not true. Therefore, we expect XofN to achieve significantly higher accuracy than constructive induction algorithms that construct, as new binary attributes, conjunctive, disjunctive, or M-of-N representations in some natural and artificial domains, especially in domains where M-of-N -like or parity-like concepts are involved. Despite the advantages of X -of-Ns in concept representation over conjunctions and disjunctions, XofN cannot be expected to perform better than the tree learning algorithms that construct conjunctions or disjunctions as new attributes on DNF and CNF concepts. The reason is that DNF and CNF concepts exactly fit the bias of these algorithms. What we can expect is that XofN performs as well as these algorithms when learning this type of concept if it does not suffer from the fragmentation problem or it works with a technique for alleviating this problem. Similarly, XofN should perform as well as the tree learning algorithms that construct M-of-N attributes in domains involving M-of-N concepts. Table 9 presents the prediction accuracies and theory complexities of SFRINGE, CI3, CAT, ID2-of-3, and XofN in the artificial logical domains. XofN demonstrates performance advantages over SFRINGE, CI3, and CAT in the parity and majority domains, and performance advantages over ID2-of-3 in the parity domains. XofN achieves significantly higher Table 9 . Accuracies (%) and theory complexities of SFRINGE, CI3, CAT, ID2-of-3, and XofN in the artificial logical domains. XofN demonstrates its performance advantage over SFRINGE, CI3, and CAT in the parity and majority domains, as well as its performance advantage over ID2-of-3 in the parity domains. 14 than CI3 and CAT in the Parity5, Maj11, and Maj13 domains, than ID2-of-3 in the Parity4 and Parity5 domains. In terms of theory complexity, XofN creates much less complex trees than SFRINGE, CI3, and CAT in the Parity4, Parity5, Maj11, and Maj13 domains, and creates much less complex trees than ID2-of-3 in the Parity4 and Parity5 domains. All these reductions in theory complexity are significant. In the Maj11 and Maj13 domains, XofN generates significantly more complex trees than ID2-of-3. Actually, XofN and ID2-of-3 construct new attributes containing the same attribute-value pairs in these two domains. Since XofN treats these new attributes as nominal attributes while ID2-of-3 treats them as binary attributes, XofN creates more leaves than ID2-of-3. Consequently, XofN builds more complex trees than ID2-of-3 in these two domains. We will see that XofN with some techniques for alleviating the fragmentation problem can generate trees of the same complexity as ID2-of-3 in the majority domains.
Accuracy(%) Complexity
As discussed before, XofN suffers from the fragmentation problem in the DNF, CNF, and multiplexor domains. This results in significantly worse prediction accuracies and theory complexities of XofN than those of SFRINGE, CI3, CAT, and ID2-of-3 in most of these ten DNF, CNF, and multiplexor domains. We will show, in the next section, that XofN with the techniques for alleviating the fragmentation problem performs similarly to or better than these four algorithms in these ten domains.
In the Monks domains as shown in Table 10 , only XofN achieves 100% accuracies for all the three problems. Furthermore, it learns the smallest tree among these algorithms in the Monks2 domain. In the Monks3 domain, it learns a smaller tree than all other algorithms except CAT.
To make the Monks2 problem harder, especially for simple M-of-N learning methods, Bloedorn, Michalski, and Wnek (1993) create the "Noisy and Irrelevant Monks2" problem by adding 5% random classification noise (by inverting the classes) in the training set, and adding seven random five-value irrelevant attributes into both training and test sets. Like the three original Monks domains, there is no classification noise in the test set of the Noisy and Irrelevant Monks2 domain. Table 11 gives our results of C4.5, SFRINGE, CI3, CAT, ID2-of-3, and XofN, as well as the results of AQ17-DCI, AQ17-HCI, and AQ17-MCI from Bloedorn, Michalski, and Wnek (1993) . 15 Only XofN learns a correct concept representation in this domain. Because of noise, the learned tree is not the perfect representation. Instead, XofN finds two new attributes X -of-{A 4 = 1} and X -of-{A 1 = 1, A 2 = 1, A 3 = 1, A 5 = 1, A 6 = 1}. However, it is still the most concise representation among those learned by these algorithms except for C4.5, SFRINGE, CI3, and CAT which return a tree having only one leaf. This illustrates that XofN can, to some extent, tolerate irrelevant attributes in conjunction with noise, but this matter remains to be explored further. Now, we compare XofN with SFRINGE, CI3, CAT, and ID2-of-3 in the ten natural domains. Table 12 presents the prediction accuracies and theory complexities of these algorithms. XofN is significantly more accurate than SFRINGE, CI3, CAT, and ID2-of-3 in two, four, one, and four domains respectively. None of SFRINGE, CI3, CAT, and ID2-of-3 obtains significantly higher accuracies than XofN in any of these domains. As far as the theory complexity is concerned, XofN generates significantly less complex trees than SFRINGE, CI3, CAT, and ID2-of-3 in one, one, two, and seven out of the ten domains respectively. It creates significantly more complex trees than SFRINGE, CI3, CAT, and ID2-of-3 in three, five, four, and two domains respectively.
It is worth mentioning that the post-process, as a part of the XofN algorithm, is helpful for increasing the accuracy in some domains. For example, the post-process increases the accuracy of XofN in four out of the ten natural domains, very slightly reduces the accuracy in two domains, and does not affect the accuracy in the other four domains. On average over these ten natural domains, XofN with the post-process is 0.67 percentage points more accurate than without it. However, XofN without the post-process is still more accurate than all the other algorithms studied in this paper on average over the ten natural domains. In addition, we did experiments by replacing the construction of X -of-N attributes in the XofN algorithm with the construction of conjunctive, disjunctive, or M-of-N attributes (Zheng, 1996) . All other parts of the algorithm, including the pre-process and the postprocess, are kept exactly the same. The experimental results (Zheng, 1996) show the advantages of constructing X -of-N attributes over constructing conjunctive, disjunctive, or M-of-N attributes for decision tree learning in terms of higher prediction accuracy and lower theory complexity.
In summary, XofN is significantly better than SFRINGE, CI3, and CAT in the majority, parity, and Monks domains in terms of both higher prediction accuracy and lower theory complexity. It is significantly better than ID2-of-3 in the parity and Monks domains in terms of both higher prediction accuracy and lower theory complexity. In the DNF, CNF, and multiplexor domains, XofN is worse than the other constructive decision tree induction algorithms since it suffers from the fragmentation problem. In the natural domains, XofN more frequently generates significantly less complex trees than ID2-of-3, but it less frequently builds significantly less complex trees than SFRINGE, CI3, and CAT. In some natural domains, XofN achieves significantly higher accuracies than SFRINGE, CI3, CAT, and ID2-of-3. It has not built any significantly less accurate trees than any of these algorithms in the natural domains under investigation.
Learning curves
Having studied the prediction accuracies and theory complexities of XofN using fixed-sized training sets, we move to investigate, using learning curves, the scaling up characteristic of XofN. Here, only two domains, Tic-tac-toe and Nettalk-stress which have relatively large datasets, are used due to the space limit. The reference algorithms are C4.5 and ID2-of-3. Figure 5 shows the prediction accuracy and theory complexity learning curves of these algorithms. Each point of a learning curve is an average value over ten trials. A bar in the figures indicates one standard error on each side of a curve. For each trial, the training set used at every point is a randomly selected subset of the training set used at the corresponding trial of the 10-fold cross-validation on the entire dataset of the domain. At each trial, the training set at a point is a proper subset of the training set at the next adjacent point. The test set at every point of a trial is the same as the test set used at the corresponding trial of the 10-fold cross-validation.
The figures illustrate the clear advantages of XofN over both C4.5 and ID2-of-3 in terms of higher prediction accuracy and lower theory complexity. The accuracy of XofN grows Figure 5 . Learning curves in the Tic-tac-toe and Nettalk-stress domains. XofN is more accurate than both C4.5 and ID2-of-3 for all the training set sizes, and less complex than C4.5 and ID2-of-3 for most training set sizes in these two domains.
faster than that of C4.5 and ID2-of-3 when the training set size increases in both domains. The theory complexity of XofN grows much more slowly than that of C4.5 and more slowly than ID2-of-3 in the Nettalk-stress domain. In the Tic-tac-toe domain, the theory complexity of XofN is close to that of C4.5 and ID2-of-3 when the training set size is less than 500, but XofN generates less complex trees than C4.5 and ID2-of-3 when the training set size exceeds 500. The complexity of XofN has a sharp drop after the training set size 500, since XofN constructs appropriate new attributes with training sets of more than 500 examples in the Tic-tac-toe domain. This results in more compact decision trees.
Computational requirements of XofN
The execution time of XofN depends on the number of decision nodes in a tree that XofN builds and the time requirements for constructing one X -of-N attribute at each decision Z. ZHENG Figure 6 . Execution time of XofN, CAT, and C4.5 (CPU seconds on a DEC AXP 3000/500 workstation) in the Tic-tac-toe and Nettalk-stress domains.
node. Since the greedy search with two operators, adding and deleting one attribute-value pair, makes it possible for XofN to create an X -of-N attribute containing any possible combination of attribute-value pairs. Therefore, the worst case computational complexity of constructing one X -of-N attribute at a decision node is O(n · 2 m ) for n local training examples at that node and m possible attribute-value pairs. It is linear in the size of the local training set at the decision node, and is exponential on the number of attribute-value pairs. Nevertheless, in practice, it is unlikely for the algorithm to search through the whole search space defined by attribute-value pairs, which results in the exponential part. The reason is that the search proceeds greedily. At each search step, the algorithm accepts the best one in terms of the new attribute selection criterion among all the new attributes that can be created by adding or deleting one attribute-value pair. In addition, the search ceases when no better new attribute has been created in five consecutive search steps by default. Now, we report experimental results to show the computational requirements of XofN in practice. The timing results of XofN in the Tic-tac-toe and Nettalk-stress domains are depicted in figure 6. They are CPU seconds on a DEC AXP 3000/500 workstation. C4.5 and CAT are used as references. ID2-of-3 is most similar to XofN, so it should be used for comparison. However, since ID2-of-3 is relatively inefficiently implemented, their timing results are not comparable.
XofN is much slower than C4.5, since it constructs a new attribute using search at each decision node, while C4.5 only chooses a primitive attribute. However, the execution time of XofN increases linearly when the training set size increases in both domains. This is acceptable. Compared with CAT, XofN and CAT have a similar trend in the Tic-tac-toe domain, while the execution time of CAT grows faster than that of XofN in the Nettalk-stress domain.
Solutions to the fragmentation problem of nominal X-of-N attributes
It has been pointed out in Subsection 2.2 and illustrated in the previous section that, for some complex learning tasks, large X -of-N representations as nominal attributes may suffer from the fragmentation problem. For example, when X -of-N representations are used to learn a CNF concept with many long disjunctions, only the value 0 of each X -of-N representation that represents a disjunction of the CNF concept is worth discriminating from all other values because only the value 0 identifies a subset of negative examples. Generating a different branch for each of the other values does not help to separate examples of different classes. However, this does speed up splitting a training set into a large number of small subsets. In such a case, XofN has difficulty constructing all appropriate new attributes. Therefore, it may not be able to build a correct tree even though decision trees with X -of-N representations as nominal attributes can, in principle, represent CNF concepts. In this section, we present three approaches to alleviating this problem, and use experiments to illustrate their efficacy.
Subsetting and subranging
One approach to alleviating the fragmentation problem of nominal X -of-N s is the subsetting mechanism of C4.5 (Quinlan, 1993) . For a nominal X -of-N attribute, XofN with subsetting groups all possible values of the attribute into a variable number of sets. Instead of individual values, the sets correspond to outcomes of the test. A greedy algorithm is used to find sets of attribute values. It starts with the initial value sets, one for each individual value of an X -of-N attribute. It, then, iteratively merges attribute value sets. In each iteration, subsetting evaluates the results of merging every pair of sets using the test evaluation function, 16 and performs the best merger. The process stops when only two value sets remain or no merger creates a better partition of the training examples.
Another method of alleviating the fragmentation problem of nominal X -of-N s is subranging, which is very similar to and is inspired by subsetting. XofN with subranging uses the same method to generate subranges of the values of an X -of-N attribute as that used by XofN with subsetting for generating subsets of the values of an X -of-N attribute except that the former merges only adjacent values of an X -of-N attribute. When doing this, XofN with subranging utilizes the ordering information of the values of an X -of-N representation. This differs the subranging approach from the subsetting approach. From now, XofN with subsetting is referred to as XofN(s), and XofN with subranging is referred to as XofN(r).
After constructing an X -of-N representation at a decision node, XofN(s) and XofN(r) find the best subsets and the best subranges of the values of the X -of-N respectively to form a test. When subsetting or subranging is used with XofN, extra search is involved. The following example demonstrates the effect of subsetting and subranging on XofN by using an artificial concept.
Example 4 (Subsetting and subranging for alleviating the fragmentation problem). At one trial in the CNF4 domain, the tree built by XofN on a randomly generated training set of size 2640 has 565 nodes with a theory complexity of 667 and an error rate of 26.1% on an independent test set of size 2000. It is slightly more accurate than the tree built by C4.5 (error rate: 28.7%, size and theory complexity: 555), but has a higher theory complexity. The reason is that the training set of 2640 examples is small compared with the entire universe consisting of 2 64 different examples. Using such a small training set, XofN cannot construct ten appropriate X -of-N representations. Note that the target concept of CNF4 is a conjunction of 10 disjunctions of average length 4.1. In fact, XofN constructs only three out of the ten appropriate X -of-N representations near the root. After that, because the local training set at each decision node is too small, XofN does not create any other appropriate attributes.
However, when XofN(s) is run on the same training set, a tree with only 21 nodes is built. It is a correct representation of the target concept with no errors on the same test set. All ten appropriate X -of-N representations are constructed and used as tests at the ten decision nodes.
Similarly, XofN(r) also builds a correct representation of the CNF4 concept with 21 nodes on the same training set, with no errors on the same test set. It constructs the ten appropriate X -of-N attributes and uses them as tests at the ten decision nodes of the tree.
Our experiments 17 in the 27 artificial and natural domains show that both subsetting and subranging can alleviate the fragmentation problem of nominal X -of-N attributes. There is no significant difference between the prediction accuracies of XofN(s) and XofN(r) in any of these domains. Only in one domain (Parity4), does XofN(r) build significantly more complex trees than XofN(s), and only in one domain (Nettalk-phoneme), does XofN(r) build significantly less complex trees than XofN(s). In all other domains, the theory complexity differences between XofN(r) and XofN(s) are not significant. Table 13 gives the accuracies and theory complexities of XofN(r) compared with those of C4.5 and XofN in the 27 domains. Since XofN performs poorly in the DNF, CNF, and multiplexor domains as mentioned before, the results of CAT and ID2-of-3 as two examples of other constructive induction algorithms are also included in this table for ease of comparison. These results are the same as those in Tables 9, 10 , and 12. The accuracies and theory complexities of XofN(s) can be found in Appendix A.
From Table 13 , we can see that XofN(r) learns significantly more accurate and less complex trees than both C4.5 and XofN in all the DNF, CNF, and multiplexor domains where XofN suffers from the fragmentation problem.
18 Note that XofN(r) obtains very similar accuracies to those achieved by SFRINGE, CI3, and CAT in all these domains. Compared with ID2-of-3, XofN(r) learns more accurate and less complex trees in these domains. The accuracy improvement in six out of these ten DNF, CNF, and multiplexor domains is significant. The theory complexity decreases in seven out of these ten domains are significant. This illustrates the effects of subranging on alleviating the fragmentation problem of nominal X -of-N representations.
In the parity, majority, and Monks domains, like XofN, XofN(r) learns very good tree representations with 100% prediction accuracy, except for the Monks3 domain. The trees learned by XofN(r) are less complex than those learned by XofN in most of these domains because XofN(r) merges some outcomes of X -of-N attributes, thus reducing the number of branches of the decision trees. In the Monks3 domain, XofN and XofN(r) first construct a good new attribute X -of-{A 2 = 3, A 5 = 4}. If this X -of-N has the value 0, the concept has the value true. If the X -of-N has the value 2, the concept has the value false. If the X -of-N has the value 1, the truth value of the concept needs to be further decided. Due to the effect Table 13 . Accuracies (%) and theory complexities of C4.5, XofN, and XofN(r). XofN(r) refers to XofN with subranging. Since XofN performs poorly in the DNF, CNF, and multiplexor domains, the results of CAT and ID2-of-3 as two examples of other constructive induction algorithms are also included in this table for ease of comparison. These results are the same as those in Tables 9, 10, and 12. In this of noise, XofN(r) combines the values 1 and 2 of the X -of-N to form one branch. This makes further learning slightly harder. Actually, XofN(r) creates two other appropriate new attributes X -of-{A 4 = 1} and X -of-{A 5 = 3}. Unfortunately, subtrees containing these two new attributes are pruned at the end. Consequently, XofN(r) does not learn a correct tree for Monks3. In the Monks1 domain, XofN(r) learns a larger tree than XofN because they generate different X -of-N representations, while the tree built by XofN(r) is also correct. It is worth mentioning that XofN(r) achieves the same accuracies and theory complexities as ID2-of-3 in the majority domains. The former performs much better than the latter in the parity domains in terms of both higher prediction accuracy and lower theory complexity.
In the natural domains, XofN(r) behaves similarly to XofN. XofN(r) learns more accurate trees than C4.5 in all the ten domains with accuracy increases in five domains being significant. In terms of theory complexity, XofN(r) is significantly better than C4.5 in five out of the ten domains. Only in one domain, does XofN(r) build significantly more complex trees than C4.5. The accuracy difference between XofN(r) and XofN is not significant in any of these natural domains. Only in two natural domains, does XofN(r) build significantly more complex trees than XofN. Compared with CAT, although XofN(r) generates significantly more complex trees in five out of the ten natural domains, it achieves significantly higher accuracies in one domain. Compared with ID2-of-3, XofN(r) builds significantly less complex trees in four out of the ten domains, and significantly more complex trees in three domains. XofN(r) is significantly more accurate than ID2-of-3 in three out of the ten domains. In these natural domains, XofN(r) does not obtain any significantly lower accuracy than SFRINGE, CI3, CAT, or ID2-of-3.
Forming binary splits using X -of-N attributes
So far, X -of-N representations have been investigated as nominal attributes for constructive induction. Since they have ordered values, X -of-N representations can also be treated as numeric attributes. In decision tree learning, numeric attributes are used to produce binary splits. This provides a method of alleviating the fragmentation problem of nominal X -of-N s.
Based on this consideration, a variant of the XofN algorithm, called XofN(c), is developed. It is the same as XofN except that when forming tests at decision nodes, X -of-N representations are treated as numeric attributes. That is, XofN(c) searches for the best value as the cut point for each available X -of-N attribute with respect to information gain ratio, and uses the best test to build the decision node. As XofN, XofN(c) also considers using primitive attributes if tests formed using X -of-N representations are not better than them. If an X -of-N is used at a decision node, two branches corresponding to X -of-N ≤ τ and X -of-N > τ are created, where τ is the cut point. Transforming an X -of-N into a binary test by using one cut point is a special case of subsetting or subranging (with two subsets or subranges). It is sufficient for learning concepts such as DNF, CNF, atleast, and at-most M-of-N concepts that require X -of-N representations with only one cut point.
In XofN and XofN(c), constructing X -of-N representations and using them to build trees are two separate processes. X -of-N representations are treated as nominal attributes when being constructed in both XofN and XofN(c). They can also be treated as numeric attributes when being created. This suggests another variant of the XofN algorithm, which can also alleviate the fragmentation problem of nominal X -of-N s. The XofN(cc) algorithm implements this idea. It treats X -of-N representations as numeric attributes both when creating them and when using them to build decision trees.
When building decision nodes, XofN(cc) is the same as XofN(c). When constructing an X -of-N representation at a decision node, XofN(cc) differs from XofN and XofN(c) in the following manner. For each candidate X -of-N representation examined, XofN(cc) treats it as a numeric attribute and finds the cut point that results in the highest evaluation function value for the X -of-N attribute. This value is used when this candidate X -of-N is compared with other candidate X -of-N s.
X -of-N s in XofN(cc) are very similar to M-of-N representations. The difference is that when searching for an M-of-N attribute, a cut point is found and is fixed as a part of the new attribute, while for a numeric X -of-N attribute, a cut point is found only for obtaining the evaluation function value of the new attribute. The cut point of a numeric X -of-N used when forming a test for a decision node can be different from that found when it is created, especially when an X -of-N is reused. This gives XofN(cc) an advantage over a similar algorithm that constructs M-of-N attributes. For example, in the Monks2 domain, both algorithms create and use an appropriate new attribute at the root. At a decision node underneath the root, XofN(cc) reuses the numeric X -of-N created at the root but with a different cut point and builds a correct tree. However, the algorithm constructing M-of-N attributes fails to create another appropriate M-of-N due to the fact that the local training set is small. In addition, since the M-of-N attribute with a fixed M generated at the root cannot be reused at nodes underneath the root, the algorithm fails to build a correct tree with M-of-N attributes.
A single X -of-N representation as a numeric attribute produces less complex partitions in the instance space than it does as a nominal attribute, because numeric attributes are usually transformed into binary tests by using cut points when used to generate decision trees. However, a single numeric X -of-N representation still can directly and simply represent any concept that can be represented by a single conjunctive, a single disjunctive, a single at-least M-of-N , or a single at-most M-of-N representation, and the reverse is not true. To represent each of an exactly M-of-N concept, an even parity concept, and an odd parity concept, the same X -of-N representation needs to be used several times with different cut points. For example, the representation of an exactly M-of-N concept with a numeric X -of-N is: (X -of-N ≤ M) AND (X -of-N > M − 1).
To investigate whether treating X -of-N s as numeric attributes can avoid the fragmentation problem in practice, we conduct a set of experiments using XofN(c) and XofN(cc) in the 27 artificial and natural domains. The same experimental methods presented in the previous section are used. The prediction accuracies and theory complexities of XofN(c) and XofN(cc) are given in Table B .1 in Appendix B. The observations are as follows. For a detailed analysis of the results, see Zheng (1996) .
1. XofN(c) and XofN(cc) do not suffer from the fragmentation problem. In all the DNF, CNF, and multiplexor domains where XofN suffers from the fragmentation problem, both XofN(c) and XofN(cc) achieve significantly improvement over C4.5 in terms of both higher prediction accuracy and lower theory complexity. 19 In these ten domains, the prediction accuracies and theory complexities of XofN(c) and XofN(cc) are better than those of ID2-of-3, and similar to those of SFRINGE, CI3, and CAT. Most of these accuracy increases and complexity decreases over ID2-of-3 are significant.
2. As XofN, both XofN(c) and XofN(cc) demonstrate their advantage over SFRINGE, CI3, and CAT in the parity and majority domains in terms of higher prediction accuracy and lower theory complexity. They also show their advantage over ID2-of-3 in the parity domains, and achieve the same accuracies and complexities as ID2-of-3 in the majority domains. 3. XofN performs worse than XofN(c) and XofN(cc) in domains which need X -of-N representations with only one cut point, such as the DNF domains. The reason is that nominal X -of-N s suffer from the fragmentation problem. The former performs better than the latter in domains which need X -of-N representations with more than one cut point, such as the parity domains. The reason is that it is hard for XofN(c) and XofN(cc), especially XofN(cc), to find appropriate cut points for X -of-N representations in this kind of domain. 4. In the natural domains, the overall performance of XofN is slightly better than that of XofN(c) and XofN(cc), while the overall performance of XofN(c) is slightly better than that of XofN(cc).
As far as computational requirements are concerned, XofN(c) and XofN(cc) are generally slower than XofN, while XofN(cc) is slower than XofN(c). The reason is that XofN searches for one X -of-N representation as a nominal attribute at each decision node, while XofN(c) needs extra time to find a cut point when forming a test for a decision node after creating an X -of-N representation. Also, XofN divides the training data more rapidly, thus building trees with fewer nodes. XofN(cc) searches for a cut point for each candidate X -of-N representation during the process of generating new attributes. Therefore, it spends more time than XofN and XofN(c). For experimental results about the computational requirements of XofN(c) and XofN(cc) compared with XofN and C4.5, see Zheng (1996) .
Related work
The closest related work is ID2-of-3 (Murphy & Pazzani, 1991) . It constructs new binary attributes in the form of M-of-N representations, while XofN constructs X -of-N representations. When building a decision tree, both of them construct one new attribute for each decision node using the local training set. Instead of building decision trees, CRLS (Spackman, 1988) and MoN (Ting, 1994) learn M-of-N rules. The MOFN algorithm (Towell & Shavlik, 1993) extracts M-of-N rules from refined neural networks. The symbolic theory revision system NEITHER (Baffes & Mooney, 1993) refines M-of-N rules. In addition, Volper (1986, 1987 ) present a connectionist method for learning at-least Mof-N concepts. 20 Ortega (1995) uses M-of-N concepts to improve the domain theory of the DNA promoter problem.
The rule learning algorithms INDUCE (Michalski, 1978) , AQ17-DCI (Bloedorn & Michalski, 1998) , and AQ17-MCI (Bloedorn et al., 1993) use the counting operator 21 #VarEQ(x) to construct new attributes that count the number of attributes which take the value x. For primitive boolean attributes, a boolean counting operator takes a vector of n boolean attributes (n ≥ 2) and counts the number of true values for an instance. Like X -of-N s, new attributes constructed using these two operators have ordered discrete values. When used to generate production rules, they are treated more like numeric attributes than nominal attributes. 22 The boolean counting attribute is a special case of the #VarEQ(x) attribute, while the #VarEQ(x) attribute is a special case of the X -of-N representation. Two variants of Michalski's attribute counting operators are used to construct new terms (attributes) for learning evaluation functions over search states in problem solving systems. They are CINDI (Callan & Utgoff, 1991) and ZENITH (Fawcett & Utgoff, 1992) . The UQ transformation of CINDI creates a numeric attribute from a boolean expression beginning with a universal quantifier. A generated UQ term calculates the percentage of permutations of variable bindings that satisfy the boolean expression. New features (attributes) generated by ZENITH consist of two components: A formula in the form of a conjunction or a disjunction of terms, and a variable list. A feature is evaluated in a state by counting the distinct values of its variable list that satisfies the formula.
BSEJ (Pazzani, 1996) is a method of constructing new nominal attributes using Cartesian products of existing nominal attributes. It adopts the wrapper model (John, Kohavi, & Pfleger, 1994) . Starting from the set of primitive nominal attributes, BSEJ carries out a hillclimbing search to iteratively combine two existing attributes to form a Cartesian product or delete one existing attribute. It can achieve substantial increases in accuracy in some natural domains for naive Bayesian classifier learning and instance-based learning. However, it has not demonstrated general benefit for decision tree learning in natural domains.
Some systems construct new numeric attributes by using mathematical operators such as multiplication and division. The science discovery system BACON (Langley et al., 1987) and rule induction system INDUCE (Michalski, 1978) are two examples.
Most hypothesis-driven constructive induction (Wnek & Michalski, 1994 ) algorithms such as FRINGE (Pagallo, 1990) , CITRE (Matheus & Rendell, 1989) , CI (Zheng, 1992) , CAT (Zheng, 1998) , and AQ17-HCI (Wnek & Michalski, 1994 ) construct a set of new attributes based on the entire training set. This strategy has a shortcoming: New attributes that have high values of an evaluation function for the entire training set might have lower values than other unselected new attributes for a training subset after a part of a decision tree or a ruleset has been created (Matheus & Rendell, 1989) . To overcome this, the XofN algorithm constructs one new attribute using the local training set for each decision node. Therefore, the new attribute constructed by this algorithm at each decision node is the best that can be found in their search space in terms of the evaluation function. Another difference between the XofN algorithm and the other algorithms is that the latter interleave the theory learning phase and the process of building new attributes, and generate new attributes by analyzing the previously learned theory, while the XofN algorithm only uses one iteration and constructs new attributes by analyzing data.
Like ID2-of-3 and XofN, LFC (Ragavan & Rendell, 1993 ) is also a data-driven constructive induction algorithm that builds multivariate trees, but it uses negation and conjunction as constructive operators. LFC creates one conjunction for each decision node by using directed lookahead search. It achieved quite high prediction accuracies in some natural domains such as Pima Indians diabetes, but the problem is that it has a sensitive parameter "Lookahead Depth" which needs to be set when applied to a domain. Another multivariate tree learning algorithm is LMDT (Brodley & Utgoff, 1992) that generates a linear machine as a nominal attribute with a fixed number of values at each decision node when building a tree. LMDT is reported to build significantly more accurate decision trees than C4.5 in two natural domains.
XofN uses subsetting, subranging, or forming binary splits to alleviate the fragmentation problem of nominal X -of-N representations. Another possible solution is building decision graphs (Oliver, Dowe, & Wallace, 1992; Kohavi & Li, 1995; Oliveira & SangiovanniVincentelli, 1995) instead of decision trees. Subsetting and subranging combine several values of a nominal X -of-N attribute to form one outcome for the test derived using the X -of-N , thus forming only one subtree for these values. When building a decision graph using nominal X -of-N attributes, some outcomes of decision nodes could be joined to one subgraph. Therefore, it should be able to alleviate the fragmentation problem of nominal X -of-N attributes as well. On the other hand, Pagallo and Haussler (1990) and Friedman, Kohavi, and Yun (1996) address the fragmentation problem for selective decision tree learning. Pagallo and Haussler (1990) generate conjunctions to form tests at decision nodes as a solution to the problem, while Friedman, Kohavi, and Yun (1996) build lazy decision trees, creating one decision path for each test example.
At the moment, XofN uses cut points found by C4.5 to discretize primitive numeric attributes. Other discretization methods that could be used include multi-interval discretization methods (Catlett, 1991; Fayyad & Irani, 1993) , supervised/unsupervised methods ( Van de Merckt, 1993) , and an entropy method (Ragavan & Rendell, 1993) . Both Catlett (1991) and Fayyad and Irani (1993) recursively apply a binary splitting procedure to a numeric attribute, but they use different stopping criteria. Van de Merckt (1993) employs a clustering method with an unsupervised monothetic contrast criterion or a mixed supervised/unsupervised monothetic criterion to obtain cut points. The difference between the two criteria is that the latter incorporates an entropy measure. Ragavan and Rendell (1993) intervalize numeric attributes by minimizing the class entropy in each interval. Furthermore, the current XofN discretizes numeric attributes statically in the sense that discretization occurs before new attribute construction. An alternative is dynamic discretization, i.e. carrying out discretization while constructing new attributes. This method might be able to create good discretization but with increased computational complexity.
As far as search methods are concerned, the greedy search with two operators: Adding and deleting attribute-value pairs, which is used in the "Search-X -of-N ( )" function, can be considered as a combination of forward selection and backward elimination. The forward selection and the backward elimination have been used for relevant attribute subset selection (John, Kohavi, & Pfleger, 1994) . They have been used for improving the naive Bayesian classifier (Pazzani, 1996) as well. In the statistics community, they have been studied under the names forward stepwise selection and backward stepwise elimination (Draper & Smith, 1981; Neter, Wasserman, & Kutner, 1990) .
Conclusions and future work
This paper has proposed a novel new attribute construction operator, X -of-N . Since X -of-N representations have ordered discrete values, they can be used as either nominal or numeric attributes for constructive induction. We have explained that X -of-N representations can directly and simply represent more concepts than conjunctive, disjunctive, and M-of-N representations commonly used for constructive induction. It has been indicated that nominal X -of-N attributes suffer from the fragmentation problem when learning problems need many long X -of-N representations. Three methods, subsetting, subranging, and forming binary splits, have been discussed and experimentally shown to be able to alleviate the fragmentation problem of nominal X -of-N attributes. We have found that nominal X -of-N attributes do not significantly suffer from the fragmentation problem in the natural domains from UCI under investigation.
Based on the constructive operator X -of-N , we have explored methods of constructing nominal and numeric attributes. A novel constructive decision tree learning algorithm, XofN, has been described. It employs the data-driven constructive strategy. At each decision node, it constructs one X -of-N representation by using a greedy search based on the local training set. When building decision trees, XofN uses X -of-N representations as nominal or numeric attributes.
As mentioned before, since the XofN algorithm considers the reuse of new attributes, generating subtrees in descending order of the sizes of training subsets that go to the subtrees could be useful. More powerful discretization methods for primitive numeric attributes and other search methods such as Swap (Indurkhya & Weiss, 1991) and Random Mutation hill climbing (Skalak, 1994) may be helpful for creating good X -of-N attributes. Up to now, we have only explored approaches to constructing X -of-N attributes for decision tree learning. Approaches to constructing X -of-N attributes for rule learning and decision graph learning are worthy of future investigation. In addition, the current XofN algorithm constructs X -of-N representations based only on primitive attributes. It can be extended to using both primitive attributes and previously created new attributes. This would allow XofN to construct more complex new attributes. However, an open question is whether such complex concepts exist in real-world applications.
The XofN algorithm has been evaluated using experiments in artificial and natural domains. The results illustrate the learning power of this algorithm in the domains studied in terms of both higher prediction accuracy and lower theory complexity. It has been shown that the performance of decision tree learning can be significantly improved by constructing X -of-N attributes in most of the artificial and natural domains tested.
From the experimental comparison with the constructive decision tree learning algorithms that construct conjunctive, disjunctive (implicitly), or M-of-N representations as new binary attributes, we find that the overall performance of XofN is better than that of these algorithms in the set of artificial and natural domains under investigation. XofN achieves significantly higher prediction accuracies than these algorithms in some artificial and natural domains, while none of these algorithms gains a significantly higher accuracy than XofN in any of these domains. It has been clearly demonstrated that XofN performs significantly better than the algorithms that construct conjunctions or disjunctions for the parity-like and M-of-N -like concepts, and significantly better than the algorithm that constructs M-of-N representations for the parity-like concepts in terms of both higher prediction accuracy and lower theory complexity.
